
3rd Paper: Develop A Multiple-Step Argument 

2-3 pages, 1.5 spaced, Times New Roman 12-point font, with 1-inch margins, Word Document 

Your assignment has two parts. They are equally important; assign approx. 50% of your paper to each part.  

1. Summarize Heidegger’s account of moods and attunement as presented in §29. You may also want 

to consider §30, 39-42.  

2. Develop a multiple-step argument:  

a. raise a strong objection against Heidegger’s account of moods. You’ve two options:  

i. you may raise a textual objection, i.e., you may point out an inconsistency or 

ambiguity in the text, OR 

ii. you may raise a philosophical objection, i.e., you may present a counter example 

against Heidegger’s account.  

b. present a strong response to your objection on Heidegger’s behalf.  

c. Step back and evaluate the objection and response.  

How strong is the response you can give on Heidegger’s behalf?  

Note: Your job is to convince your reader. You only convince your reader if s/he can follow your argument. 

follow: present Heidegger’s account in such a way that your non-philosophical roommate can follow. If you 

have to use technical terms, explain them.  

argument: during step (a) and (b), it should not be obvious to your reader on which side of the debate you 

are. Stay neutral and make both sides as strong as possible. You evaluate only in (c). Your evaluation 

should be fair and based exclusively on the objection and response presented. Give reasons for why the 

objection or response is strong or not.  

 

Writing Process and Deadlines: 

1. 1st Draft due Sunday 3/11 at 11pm on BB 

2. Bring an anonymized hard copy of your draft to class on Monday 3/11. Peer review of 1st draft. 

3. 2nd Draft due Monday 3/11 at 11pm on BB.  

4. Final due Sunday 3/18 at 11pm on BB. 



5th Paper:  Entering a Real-Life Conversation 

5-7 pages, 1.5 spaced, Times New Roman 12-point font, with 1-inch margins, Word Document 

 

After having thought about human activities and “what we are doing” (Arendt: Human Condition, p.5) for 

the last couple of weeks, you come across the following online article: “7 Better Ways to Answer "What Do 

You Do?"” (https://www.themuse.com/advice/7-better-ways-to-answer-what-do-you-do). You are thrilled! 

After 250 pages of dense philosophical writing, this is the kind of article you have been hoping for! The 

article that gives you some real guidance on how to answer the question “What do you do?”. However, after 

the first couple of lines it dawns on you that this article is going into a totally different direction. Since you 

are now an expert on the topic of human activities, you cannot help but write a response to the editor. In 

your response, you are expected to show mastery of the material and ability to apply the skills learned in 

class. Use your knowledge to enter a real-life conversation and show that you have learned to argue 

carefully, clearly, and convincingly. Your response should cover the following parts: 

 

1. What does the author of the article say?  

Present someone else’s view in a charitable and neutral way.  

2. What do you say? 

a. Clearly state your thesis.  

b. Argue for your thesis. 

i. Clearly distinguish the different pieces of evidence for your thesis. 

ii. Anticipate one or more realistic questions or objections your reader might have. 

Envision yourself in a real conversation – what would be a good question to ask? 

iii. Answer that question/respond to that objection. 

iv. Finish with a strong ‘closing argument’: what was the point you wanted to make 

(i.e., thesis), and what was the strongest reason for it (i.e., best argument, 

strongest evidence)? 

  

This is your final paper – show what you have learned: 

(i) Mastery of the material: deep understanding of Arendt’s account of human activities. 

(ii) Philosophical skills: analytic skills: identify what someone believes and why; identify 

evidence for/against particular claims. Evaluate evidence (strong or weak?).  Build a case. Put 

yourself in someone else’s shoes: if I were to listen critically to my own argument, which 

question would I ask?  

(iii) Writing skills: you are expected to produce a clear, concise, cohesive, and coherent paper! 

Remember that you are writing an article for a non-philosophical audience. 

Use our last Peer Review Sheet for your revision.  

 

Writing Process and Deadlines: 

1. Read Arendt’s THC again and organize the relevant information (make a mind-map; chart; 

collect important quotations etc.). 

2. 1st Draft due Tuesday 5/1 at 11pm on BB. 

3. Peer Review of draft in class on Wednesday 5/2. Bring a hardcopy of your draft to class.   

4. 2nd Draft due Sunday 5/6 at 11pm on BB.  

5. Final due Wednesday 5/9 at 11pm on BB (email your instructor for an extension). 

6. Knight Institute Writing Awards (your instructor may submit the best essays for prize 

consideration) 

https://www.themuse.com/advice/7-better-ways-to-answer-what-do-you-do


FIRST-PERSON PRONOUNS IN ACADEMIC WRITING 
 

WHAT ARE FIRST-PERSON PRONOUNS? 

I, me, my, mine, myself, we, us, our, ours, ourselves 

DO ACADEMIC WRITERS USE FIRST-PERSON PRONOUNS? 

“This essay provides an analysis of the role of affectivity in Martin Heidegger’s writings from the mid 

to late 1920s. We begin by…. We then discuss… .To give a more vivid and comprehensive picture of 

Heidegger’s account of mood, we focus on … . We conclude by considering…  .” 
(Elpidorou, Freeman: Affectivity in Heidegger I: Moods and Emotions in Being and Time. In: Philosophy Compass) 

 

We examine . . ., We compare . . ., We have used . . ., Each has been weighted . . ., We merely take . . ., 

They are subject . . ., We use . . ., Efron and Morris describe . . ., We observed . . ., We might find . . . 
(Gilbert, McPeek, Mosteller: Statistics and Ethics in Surgery and Anesthesia. In: Science) 

 

In this essay I argue that while Arendt does indeed reformulate her notion of judgment, she does not 

depoliticize it. I begin by … . I then consider … . I problematize the idea that…. I examine the nature of 

Arendt's relationship to Kant …, and I conclude by suggesting that … 
(Taylor: Hannah Arendt on Judgement: Thinking for Politics. In: International Journal of Philosophical Studies)  

 

SHOULD I USE FIRST-PERSON PRONOUNS IN MY WRITING? 
 

Pros Cons 

(1) Can make your writing clearer: 

Original: In studying popular culture of the 1980s, the question of to 

what degree materialism was a major characteristic of the cultural milieu 

was explored. 

Revision: In our study of popular culture of the 1980s, we explored the 

degree to which materialism characterized the cultural milieu. 

 avoiding first-person pronouns often leads to wordy passive 

constructions. 

 

(2) Allows you to take a clear, unambiguous stand: 

I argue, I (dis)agree, I suggest that… 

“prohibiting the first person tends to hamper students’ ability not only 

to take strong positions but to differentiate their own positions from 

those of others”.1 

 

(3) Adds information 

Original: Slides were carbon coated for analysis. 

“By whom? Be me? By a cack-handed undergraduate summer student? 

By a technician with 30 years' experience? These things make a 

difference. In a lot of cases you remove information when you recast a 

sentence in the passive.”2 

(1) May sound subjective & unconvincing,  

 

Original: As I observed the communication styles 

of first-year Carolina women, I noticed frequent 

use of non-verbal cues. 

 

Revision: A study of the communication styles of 

first-year Carolina women revealed frequent use of 

non-verbal cues. 

 

“In the original, using “I” grounds the experience 

heavily in the writer’s individual perspective, but 

the writer’s purpose is to describe a phenomenon 

that is objective or independent of that perspective. 

Avoiding “I” creates the desired impression of an 

observed phenomenon that could be reproduced 

and also creates a stronger, clearer statement.”3 

 

(2) May sound informal, ego-centric, or 

emotional.4  

 

 

                                                                 
1 They say / I say, p. xxiv. 
2 https://www.adelaide.edu.au/writingcentre/docs/learningGuide_firstpersonWritingAnthropology.pdf 
3 https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/should-i-use-i 
4 “Using ‘I’ doesn’t necessarily mean that the author is making the text ‘all about them’ or is an ego-maniac! […] 

When using first person you still need to draw on evidence from scholarly sources beyond your own experience” 

(https://www.adelaide.edu.au/writingcentre/docs/learningGuide_firstpersonWritingAnthropology.pdf). 



 

EXERCISE 

Read the passages. Are those passages instances of good academic writing? Why (not)? 

(1) I feel that Arendt is right about us doing everything for “the sake of making a living”. 

 

(2) I really don’t think it’s a fair thing to judge people badly because of the music they like. I have 

spent heaps of time hanging out with kids that think rap music is dope and I reckon they are all 

pretty different.5 

 

(3) In this article, I argue for bringing the work of Michel Foucault and Hannah Arendt into dialogue 

with respect to the links between power, subjectivity, and agency. Although one might assume that 

Foucault and Arendt come from such radically different philosophical starting points that such a 

dialogue would be impossible, I argue that there is actually a good deal of common ground to be 

found between these two thinkers. Moreover, I suggest that Foucault's and Arendt's divergent views 

about the role that power plays in the constitution of subjectivity and agency should be seen as 

complementary rather than opposed.6 

 

(4) I am horrified by Arendt’s claim that “despite all the efforts of the prosecution, everybody could 

see that this man [Eichmann] was not a ‘monster’”.  

 

(5) Haslanger’s definition of “woman” as someone who is “systematically subordinated along some 

dimension (economic, political, legal, social, etc.) and is marked as a target for this treatment by 

observed or imagined bodily features presumed to be evidence of a female’s biological role in 

reproduction” should be adopted. It is a common experience for a woman to be laughed at, 

diminished, and even be touched against her will.  

 

(6) We found a higher metabolic cost reduction using a Simulation-optimized actuation profile 

compared to a profile based on Scaled-biological hip moment data. Although we could not verify 

reductions in muscle activity, we found indications that Simulation-optimized indirectly affected 

other lower limb joints. In conclusion, we found that it is possible to reduce metabolic cost of 

running by 5.4% with hip extension assistance from a tethered soft exosuit compared with when 

not wearing the exosuit.7 

 

(7) This research identifies seven underlying dimensions that comprise the construct of dog 

companionship. The dimensions include symbiotic relationship, dog-oriented self concept, 

anthropomorphism, activity/youth, boundaries, specialty purchases, and willingness to adapt. 

Results suggest that certain demographic variables – in particular gender, age, and education level, 

as well as length of dog ownership, amount of quality time spent with the dog, and whether the dog 

is purebred or mixed breed – relate to these dimensions.8 

 

(8) Arendt believes that humans disclose who they are in action and speech. However, it can be argued 

that we can also disclose who we are in labor and work.  

                                                                 
5 From: https://www.adelaide.edu.au/writingcentre/docs/learningGuide_firstpersonWritingAnthropology.pdf. 
6 In: International Journal of Philosophical Studies (https://philpapers.org/rec/ALLPSA-2). 
7 In: Science Robotics (http://robotics.sciencemag.org/content/2/6/eaan6708). 
8 In: Journal of Business Research (https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0148296307002214). 


